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SECTION - A (Very Short Answer type)

(One word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all questions.)

1. What is an object?

2. Expand UML.

3. What is a process?

4. Define a model.

5, OCL Stands for

6. What do you mean by an attribute?

7. Deline a base class and a derived class.

8. What is a qualifler?

P.T.O.



9. Who are the actors in OOA?

10. What do you mean by aggregation?

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B (Short answer)

(Not to exceed one paragraph. Answer any eight questions. Each question carries
2 marks.)

11. What is lhe difference between coupling and cohesion?

'12. What do you mean by polymorphism?

13. What is the main advantage of object oriented approach?

14 What is the ditference beiween a melhod and a message?

15. Whal are the primary symbols used in a DFD?

16. What is a use case?

',7. Briefly explain the term encapsulation.

18. What is the purpose of using an activity diagram?

19. Compare static and dynamic models.

20. What is a meta-model?

21. Define object oriented analysis and design.

22. What are the parts ofan object modeling technique?

(8x2={6Marks}
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. SECTION _ C

(Answer any six questions.)

23. What is a collaboration diagram? What are its elements?

24. Write notes on modelling interface.

25. Draw a simple use case diagram for a library system.

26. Explain in detail the difference between users and actors with an example.

27. What are the characteristics of an object oriented approach? Explain.

28. Explain Booch method with diagrams.

29. Explain the phases of object modeling technique.

30. With the help of an example, draw a state chad diagram.

3'1. Explain patterns.

. (6x4=24Marks)

SECTION-D(LongEssay)

(Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.)

32. Explain the different types of interaction diagrams.

33. What are the elements of a deployment diagram? Explain with an example.

34. Discuss UML diagrams in detail.

35. Wrile notes on

(5)(a) Activity diagram

(b) Component diagram (5)

(c) Algorithmic decomposition and object o ented decomposition. (5)

(2 x '15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A

rVery Short Answer Type)

(One word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all questions).

1. Expand ANN.

2. Expand SaaS.

3. Give an example for pay per use mode, in computing.

4. What do you mean by back end in cloud computing?

5. l\4ention any two advantages of laaS.

6. List any two challenges in cloud computing.

7. Give two types of storage devices in cloud computing.

PTO



I lvhal rs ihe role of adCer :r a perceptrox?

I What is fLrzzification?

10. Nar'lre any two operaticns on fuzzy set.
(10 r 1 ='10 Marks)

SECTION _ B

(Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each queslion carries
2 marks).

1 '1. What is virtualization?

12 Whal is grid compuling?

13. What is unmanaged cloud storage?

14. What is soft computing?

15. What is a community cloud?

16. What is a file storage device in cloud computing?

17. What is data redundancy?

18. What is perceptron learning rule?

19. What is cloud computinq?

20. What is the use of artificial neural network?

21. Whal are the different layers in cloud computing?

22. Whal are the ditferent models for deployment in cloud computing?

23. What is the use of "EUCALYPTUS" in cloud computing?

L - 2030



24 !Vhat is Vi|1!a Private Network?

25. What is Service Oriented Architecture?

26. What is edge computing?
(8 > 2 = 16 Marks)

SECTION _ C

(Short Essay)

(Not to exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks).

27. Explain private cloud.

28. Define gdd computing and mention iis advantages.

29. What are the advantages of distributed computing system?

30. Explain crossover in genetic algorithm.

31. Eiplain the components o[ perceptron.

32. Explain tvvo types of artificial neural networks.

33. Discuss on any two types of decision making.

34 Explain classification in Artificial Neural Network.

35. Explain basic concept of competitive network.

36. Explain supervised learning in neural networks.

37. Discuss architecture of Adaline.

38. Explain the need for edge computing.
(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - D

(Long Essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. Explain cloud computing architecture.

40. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing.

41. Explain grid comPuting.

42. Discuss on application of neural networks.

43. Discuss on Software as a Service.

44. Compare different aspects of human brain and a computer.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A [Very Short Answer type]

(One word to maximum of one sentence, Answer all questions.)

1. The full form of OLAP is

is a subjectoriented, integrated, time-variant, non-volatile
collection or data in support of management decisions.

3. Stored data cannot be updated in

4. Group of similar object that differ from each other known as

5. ln KDD and Data Mining Noise is refened to us in the form of

6. 

- 

is the process of removing inconsistent data.

7. 

- 

predicts future trends and behaviours, allowing business managers
to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions.

2.

P.T_O.



8. The view over an operational data warehouse is known as a

9. operation selects one particular dimension from a given cube and
provides a new sub-cube.

10. 

- 

is a logical description ofthe entire databasej

(10 x 'l = '10 Marks)
SECTION - B lshort Answer]

[Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions.
Each question canies 2 marks.l

11. Define Data mining.

12. What is the need for data reduction?

13. What is the need of data warehouses?

14. Write short notes on multidimensional data model.

15. List out the various OLAP operations.

16. What is decision tree?

17. What are outliers?

'18. Write short notes on k-means algorithm.

19. What is meant by Market basket analysis?

20. What is meant by Frequent itemset?

2'1. What is prediction?

22. State and explain Bayes Theorem,

(8x2=16Marks)

L - 2019



SECTION - C [Short EssaY]

[Not to exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.]

23. Explain steps in data transformation

24. Give in detail about the various types of data mining.

25. Explain data cleaning phases.

26. Explain features of data warehouse.

27. Explain Ap,iori Algorithm

28. Explain Rule based classification

29. Discuss various issues involved in classilication.

30. Write notes on outlier detection in clusteriflg?

31. Explain various partitioning methods in clustering

(6x4=24Marks)

. SECTION - D [Long Essay]

fAnswer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.]

32. Explain various data mining functionalities with examples.

33. What are the major differences between OLTP and a data warehouse system?

34. Disiuss about Decision tree induction algorithm with an example.

35. Discuss clustering in detail.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SfCTION - A [Very Short Answer Type]

One word to maximum of 2 sentences. Answer all questions.
Each question carries 1 mark.

1. What is Objectoriented Analysis?

2. What is Object-Oriented Design?

3. l\,'lention the purpose of Information hiding.

4. What is unified approach? Why is it needed?

5. What is the UNIL?

6. Define Use Case.

7. Define Unified Process (UP).

8. What is the need for modeling?

9. Define generic class.

10. l\.4ention the purpose of various lnteraction Diagrams.

L - 2426

Max. Marks : 80

.(10 x'l = 10 Marks)
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SE-CTION - B lshort Answer]

Not to exceed one paragraph. Answer any eight questior.rs.
Each question cerries 2 marks.

11. What is Analysis and Design?

12. Classify the Diflerent kinds of actors in use case.

13. List the four phases in UP.

14. How is the use case model useful in every phase of software development?
Discuss.

15. Develop an activity diagram to show the business process of the library.

16. What are the graphical diagrams defined in Ul\4L? lllustrate each.

17. Define design Class Diagram. When to use Class Diagrams?

18. Examine the Characteristics of use case to describe requiremenls.

'19. Define State Chart Diagram. When to use State Diagram?

20. Define UML and list out its perspectives.

2'1. Classify the different kinds of Decomposition.

22. Wtile a brief note on class vislbility.

23. Mention the benefits of Sequence Diagram.

24. Discuss the purpose of various Modelling lnterfaces.

25 Write a briel note on Activity and State Diagrams.

26. Mention the role of Deployment Oiagram in OOAD.

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION - C lshorl Essay]

Not to exceed 120 words, Answer any six questions. Each questicn carries 4 rnarks.

27. What kinds of errors do you make if you directly rush into the implemenlation
phase of a software project? How do you decide which classes, associations and
generalrzations should be eliminated?

28. lllustrate the Concepts of Generalization Relationship.

29. ldentify all the attributes and methods of the Cheque book object.

30. Write a short description of services that each method provides.

31. lllustrate the relationship used in Use case.

32. What are the different ways and perspectives to Apply UML?

33. ls UML a programming language? ls it process dependent or independent? Pen
down the names all the UML Diagrams, ldentify each of the UML diagrams
belong to structural and which of these belong to behavioral group.

34. Differentiate between object oriented Analysis and ob.lect-oriented Design.
Explain following design concept:

(a) Estimating Performance

(b) ldentifyingconcurrency

(c) Handling global Resource and boundary condition

35. Compose your views on various Decomposition and write it benefits.

36. Describe the following UML diagrams with an example.

(a) State chart diagram

(b) Component diagram

L -2026
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38 D Iierer)iiaie tfre iol owri,g

(a) Event anrj Stai-^

(b) Aclivity and operatron

(c) Abstraci class and interface

(d) Inheritance and fulultrple lnheritance

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION-DllongEssayl

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks

39. Vvith a suitable example explain how to design a class. Give all possible
representation in a class (such as: name, attribute, visjbility, methods and
responsibilities).

40. Draw i.he use case diagram fcr the process sale and specify actor. use case and
scenario.

41. Explain with an exarnple, how use case n'rodeling is used to describe functional
requirements, Identify the actors, scenario and use cases for the example.

42. For Aitline Ticket reservation system explain and draw the following Ul\.4L

diagrams

(a) sequence and collaboration diagram (booking a ticket) 7

(b) Activity diagram. 4

(c) State chart diagranr 4

43. Design and illustrate the use case model for activities involved in ordering food in
a restaurant from the point when the customer enters a restaurant to the point
when he leaves lhe restaurants.

44. Explain the benefits and concepts of use case and use case model and ana,yze
the relating use cases have in ATM system.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A fvrety Shcrt Answer Typel

ione word io maximum of two sentences Answer all questions. Eech question
carries I mark.

1. Whal is an algorithrn?

2. What is the time ccmplexily' of !inear search?

3. Write any htro applications of greedy algorithrn.

4. What is a spanning tree?

5. When do 1ou use dynamic programming?

6. Deflne principle ot optrmafity

7. Definebacktracking.

8. How many possible solutions exist for an 8-queen problem? .

t'.T.o.



1r Vy'tat is a lrve rocij iil bfanch arid bouno')

r C. '/.i lrat rs tlle \4rcrs{ aase lirne cdnrple}iiy oi qu,ck tio,i?

i10rt=i0i\4arks)

SECTION * B lshort Answer 'Iype]

(Not to erceed one paragraph, ans\!e!' any eight questions. Each questiott carriqi
2 malks)

i 'i. What do you rneant by space contpiexity of an aigorithmt

12. ilow to calculate ihe time complexity oi a binary searcl]?

13. Vvhai is tlre edJeniage of binary seai'ch :vei linear seai.h::

i4 y,,Iha! is the impoilance of asympLctic noiations?

'1a,. F-xl\iain the ger]era! aljproach f,ehind divide and conquer lochniqire.

i6 [4ei'rtion ihe sleps foi.achieving a greedy aigo!'ilhm?

17. Construct tne .rinimum spanring iree for lhe gi','en g!-aph using KIUska{'s

Algcrithm

18 Wr(e the sleps 3l dynam;c programmrng approach

19. y/hat is single sorrlce shortest path?

20. Drfferentiate explicit constraints and implicit constraints.

2'1. Discuss the importilnce of branch and bound technique.

22. \ Jhat is sorting? What is its signiflcance?

23. What are cieterministic algorithnls?

24. What is NP hard problem?

I - 2029



.t! !;:i.'ri cir./or i,ililersiJJC ir-v nrrira:le-c3sri i';lrplexii,' .ii ari :rlqi), ihijrl,

:6 
"rJial 

is 'rne aovafitage cf qu,cl". sori?

(5 x ? = j6 tlarks)

SEC;TiON - C lshori Essayl

{Not io exceeci 1?0 words, answer an, six ouest;ons. Each quesiico ca',res 4 marks)

27 Disc ss the properties of a gcod alg.riihfi.

28 Dlffsrentiare worst case and bcsi case iime conrplexiiy oi aigorithm ur'ith the help
oi an examPre

29. lnpl(:rier"i brqary search using divide and conquer strategy.

3c Uihat is the i,.:'ocedure of Sti-assen natrix multipiication?

31 Wri'le Prim's aigorithm to find the minimum cosi spanning tree.

32 Differentiate between divide and conquer melhod and dynamic proEr3mning
meihod.

33. Computes brnomial coefflcient, C(n,k) by the dynamic programn]ing algoriihm.

34. Explairi travelling salesnran problem in detaii.

35. How to soive 8-queens problem using backtracking method?

36. Sod the following list using quick sod. AIso explain each phases of its iieration.

i9, 7, 5, 11, 12,2. ',t4,3, 1A, 6j

37. Explain the features oi nondeterministic algorithms.

38. Define N P-completeness. Give examples.

(6x4=24Marks)

L - 2029
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SICTtCN-DllongEssayl

(r\nsu,.".r an1, t'rvc questicns. Each queslj?r. rjal.l ie: 15 marks)

:9 yr/r,hai is i-ecitrsioq? Hov,/ ic convert a reaursive aigotjihn] to non-rer-uts,ve)
Explain with an exampie.

40 Ulrite en algorithm tc find the maxintum anC minimurn elenrents in an arrav,Jcii'rll
divide and conquer rnethod. A.nalyze the algorithm 10 find the nunrrrer of
comparisons !-equired.

41. l low will you impiement Knapsack problein using Ereedy rnelhod? Expiain w;1h
ai'r example.

a2 i:xpiain F loyd-l,rila rshall ai-coriihm vriih an exan'rple

r+3. L-xplain least cost brench anC bcufld i€arah witi'i ;n L)xampie.

44 Drscuss merge sort aigorithin with an exampio. Also find iis complexity.

(2 ^ 15 = 30 lllarks)

L - 2029
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SECTION _ A

(Ansrver all quesiions. Each question carries I mark)

1. What are sensors?

2. What is cloud computing?

3. Write the components of Smart Objects.

4. OCTAVE stands for?

5. WhaI iS RPL?

6. Expand MEMS.

7. What is WSN?

8. Expand RFID.

P.T.O.



9 What ls Actuator?

10. Define N4QTT.

SECTION - B

(Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks)

1 1 . List any four advantages of Big Data systems.

12. What is FAIR?

13. What you mean by Data Analy'tics?

14. ls Machine Learning related to loT? How?

'15. Deline SCADA.

16 What is fog computing?

17. Define Payload.

'18. What is Latency?

19. Describe 6LoWPAN header compression.

20. Write the features of MQTT.

21. Lisl lhe layers in onel\,42M lo t Standardized Architecture.

22. What are pressure sensors?

23. What is DNP3?

24. Wrile a note on CoAP.

L - 2008



25. Describe BAS systems.

26. What are the applications of loT?

SECTION _ C

(Answer any six questions Each question carries 4 marks)

27. Discuss about the advantages and disadvantages of loT.

28. Explain the Communication Protocol for WSN.

29. Write a note on smart objects.

30. Explain how loT Data Management is done.

31 . What are the applications of Big Data systems?

32. What is the connection of Big Data with loT?

33. Write a note on Smart Connected Buildings.

34. What are HVAC systems?

35. How Cloud Computing is beneficial for loT?

36. What are the trends in Smart Objects?

37. Why public safety is a major concern in IoT?

38. Write a note on OT security.

L - 2008



SECTION _ D

(Answer'any two questions. Each question caries 15 marks)

39. Discuss about various applications of loT.

40. Describe loT World Forum (loTWF) Standardized Architecture.

41. Explain the simplified loT Architecture.

42. Discuss about Smart Objects.

43. What are the common challenges in OT security?

44. Explain in detail about SCADA.

L - 2008
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SECTION _ A

Answer all questiofis :

1. How does documents help in acquiring knowledge?

2. Define an edge.

3. Expand HANI.

4. How is the physical size of an image specified?

5. Expand PNG.

6. ls MlDl a standard?

7. MPEG is expanded as what?

B. Write a simple note on PAL.

9. What i,s sampling?

10. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is to be defined as what?
('10x1=10Marks)

r,_T.o.



SFC'iION 3

Answer any eig ht questions.

1 1. Explain a node.

12. Wriie the explanation for simple reference.

13. What does this reference mean?

14. Provide a definition of explicity reference.

15. What do you mean by 1-bit image?

16. How will you define GIF?

17. Write a note on spatial reso,ution.

18. ln what way pixels per inch defined?

19. Deflne PAL video.

20. Wrjte any one advantage of digital video.

21. List the other formats of HDTV.

22. Discuss about sampling in digitization of sound.

23. Define encoding in digital audio.

24. How will you explain text-to-speech technology?

25. How does Articulatory technique works?

26. The built-in text-to-speech program in Mac is called as what?
(8x2='16Marks)
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SEC-i lOi\l C

Ansvr'ei any six quesilons.

27. l,ovt can anchors be properly representeC?

28. Define hypermedia system.

29 With suitable examples explain the relalionships expressed in references

30. Write a note on 8-bit color images.

31. Describe on Portable Document Format.

32 Elaborate on JPEG.

33. Discuss on composite video - 1 signal.

34. Compare component, composite and s-video signals.

35. Elucidate about 4:2:2 Scheme.

36. Explarnqua'ltizationerror/norse.

37. Elaborate on the invention of speech synthesis.

38. Define Formant in phonemes to sound.
(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions.

39. Define in detail keyboards as one of ihe multimedia hardware input device.

40. Bring out a detailed study on the lmage File Formats.

4'1r Elaborate black and white images in detail.

L - 2023
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